
Fiddle Fiddle & Bow
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Historically, the majority of fi ddle music was dance music.  
In the Appalachian tradition the fi ddler has always been held 
in high regard right beside the preacher and the undertaker, 
who was often the town blacksmith.  Though the fi ddle was 
the main instrument in early country music in the 1920’s, it 
was gradually replaced by the steel guitar and electric guitar. 
It re-emerged in popularity in the 1940’s as Bill Monroe, Earl 
Scruggs and Lester Flatt developed bluegrass. 

 Belongs to the String Family
Made of wood with wound metal strings
 A lead instrument in Bluegrass
Uses a bow with pine rosin

Old-Time master fi ddler Carl DePoy.

Eleven year-old Hyla Shooter performs locally in her home state of Maine.
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